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Abstract

This paper proposes some clues for a formal framework for representing and manipulat-
ing knowledge about musical perception. Our purpose is to set up a perception model
that will enable us to simulate the behaviour of an agent in listening situation. Itwill
lead to produce an “intelligent” representation of a piece of music. We apply ourselves
here to characterize intervention of Time in the musical perception in initiating a formal
comparison between several models. Reasoning within a classical time logic supposes to
takea priori time as acauseto describe the nature of knowledge. Our approach consists
in supposing that the structure of knowledgea posterioriinforms time; thus the nature of
time is aconsequenceof the interpretation of events. This means we have to distinguish
Universal Timefrom a bunchofMusical Times. We focus on some auditives illusions for
their capacity to show particular properties of Musical Time.

Keywords: Time perception, Temporal Knowledge representation, formal models, forms,
simulation.

1 Cognitives Hypothesis on a Music Perception Model

Our work is articulated around the notions offormsandforms carrying dimensions. Such
notions enable us to manipulateabstract structures of knowledgeorganized themselves in
more complex structures of events. We will expose the cognitives laws used to modelize
the acquisition of such a knowledge. The dynamic process of listening is what we want
to simulate at the end. We will briefly talk about it, but in the context of this paper we are
not concerned by its detailed study. We are more concerned into precising the nature of
perceived time during listening.

1.1 Terminology

Listening music constists in elaborating amental pictureof the real world into aperceptive
universe(Petitot, 1988): so we have to give a formal representation of that picture. Inthat
way, we distinguish two levels of interpretation:
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� the first one consists indenotingthe real world’s phenomena by somemusical
events, and identifyingforms.� The second one consists in organizing denoted elements according to some princi-
ples of causality. That is the dynamic process which leads to recognize a piece of
music.

A form is a symbolic representation for a recursive configuration of other forms, or sim-
ply for a configuration ofmusical events. Its depends on a particular listener. It can
be a melodic line, a cadence,etc.

A musical eventrepresents an atomic perceived event, for instance a note, a chord,etc.

A dimension corresponds to a physical continuum, discretized for the perception require-
ments. This continuum is reduced to a scale of own values, discretes or temperates,
ordered or pre-ordered. Four preponderant dimensions are the subject of intensive
researchs:Pitch, Duration, TimbreandIntensity. For each of them corresponds a
sort of relation:pitchs intervals, timbres vectors, duration proportionsandintensity
variations. A dimension is carrying forms if it allows the listener both to identify
and to interprete these forms (McAdams and Deliège, 1988).

1.2 Cognitives Laws

The Identification of forms takes place according to apreference criterion, essentially
based on both principles ofcontrastandsimilitude. This criterion essentially means
a degree of similitude between events. Groupings that yield forms are cementedby
the similitude principle whereas they are delimited by their differences,ie by the
principle of contrast. In other words there are two laws involved into the process of
identification:

Law 1 (of assimilation) Events which have a weakdegree of similitudearound arefer-
ence valueare assimilated within the same stamp,i.e. a form. This is done in such a way
that the number of these stamps is minimized.

Law 2 (of contrast) Perceived contrasts among events are surestimated and represent
frontiers among stamps,i.e. forms.

For instance, one observes that rhythm groups are delimited by changes of
register, of volume, of timbre, of fit,etc. One joins here the general principles
of similitudeandproximityformalized by Lerdhal and Jackendoff (1983).

In the light of these laws one can assimilate a musical form to theemergence of its contour.



1.3 Time and Music Perception

The introduction of acontour emergenceleads us to talk aboutdynamic interpretationand
anticipation schema. This way we are able to justify the interpretation of time adopted so
far.

1.3.1 Listening Dynamic

Dynamic interpretationconstitutes the set of processe used by the listener to establish
and to modify the interaction relations among musical forms. We do not enter into
details here.

Anticipation schemarepresents the background knowledge of the listener, learnt from
experience. It is activated by incoming events and is revealed by constraints for-
mulation on the perceived relations among musical forms. The nature of these
relations is conditionned by some inference mecanisms which allow to constitute
dynamically a vocabulary as listening proceeds. Typically the discourse dynamic
is bound to anidea of directed motion: a given value implies by anticipation to be
succeeded by another one. Thus are obtainedtensionandrelaxation, or implication
andrealisationschemata.

1.3.2 Time Perception: Characteristics and Properties

Time interpretation is habitually taken as a cause when describing the nature of knowl-
edge. Our approach is radically different, and consists in assuming that the nature
of time is aconsequenceof the knowledge structure,i.e. the interpretation of events.
So we distinguishUniversal Timefrom Musical Time. Whereas Universal Time is
free of any listener and/or perceived phenomena,Musical Timeis interpreted by the
listener (i.e. depends on perceived auditory events). Then, giving a symbolic rep-
resentation of the perceived forms will consists in describing the nature of Musical
Time. Note that Musical Time� is not inexorable, in such a way that reverse, cycles, Knowledge Base alter-

ations,etc. are authorized.� is not ineluctablesince it proceeds from an anticipation schema.

Assumption 1 In listening situationMusical Timeis ramified toward the past and toward
the future.

In litterature (Van Benthem, 1983; McDermott, 1982) ramification of time toward the
future is more frequent than ramification back to the past. Nevertheless Kunst (1978) and
later Leman (1988) and Rognin (1997) used a ramification back to the past to formalize
the part taken by memory in the comprehension of music. In the continuation of these
works, we are mainly concerned with a logical approach.



1.3.3 Formal Cognitives Constraints Adopted

We assume the restrictions below for thePerception Model:

1. The position of an event is always known relatively to another one,ie in a particular
context. Notions of date and duration as usually used are not relevant. For example,
we do not perceive that “theme is going on for 15 sec.”, or “the theme is exposed
betweent1 andt2”.

2. Under the two cognitives laws positions can only be described usingsuccessionand
superposition.

3. The law of excluded middle does not correspond to any cognitive reality and hence
should be avoided. The problem is related to the status of negation in standard
logics. Its interpretation leads to a suspect musical meaning and its study will be
evoked further in the paper. We assume here that a negative proposition is neces-
sarily associated with a time period, and is interpreted as“during this time period
the proposition is not perceived”.

1.3.4 ThePerceptive Framework

We introduce the notion ofPerceptive Frameworkin order to be satisfy the constraints
given above.

Definition 1 The musical environment perceived by a listener is represented in a multi-
dimensional space such that:� At least Universal time is one of the dimensions,� other dimensions are carrying forms

Each dimension is associated with adomain of valuesand a givenrelation of
precedence. This framework allows to represent events such that they can be valuated
and compared each others.

2 Models and Formalisms Studied

2.1 Shoham (1988)

2.1.1 Classical Logic of Time Intervals

The formalism is based onpropositional calculus(the extension for the first order logic
is straightforward). A primitive well-formed formula is a pairhi; pi, wherei is an
interval symbol (i.e. a pairht1; t2i where theti’s are time-point symbols) andp
is a primitive propositional symbol. The relation symbol� (partial order) denotes
temporal precedence. On the semantic side, a formulaTRUE(t1; t2; p) is true if and
only if (iff) the propositionp is true on the time intervalht1; t2i (reified logic).



Ontology (Shoham, 1988, pp. 47-51) makes distinction among different kinds of propo-
sitions by specifying how the truth of the proposition over one interval is relatedto
its truth over other intervals . For example, a homogeneous proposition is true of
an interval iff it is true over all its proper subintervals. Shoham constructs a cate-
gorization of proposition types that is richer and more flexible than thefact/event
dichotomy or theproperty/event/processAllen’s trichotomy (Allen, 1983).

Limits. Logic is time points based, but allows reasonning about intervals. Time islinear
andacyclic (the relation of precedence is partial order). We are not compelled to
make any distinction between temporal behaviours when we have no need for it.
And when we do need to categorize temporal propositions, we have the ability to
do so in as fine a grain as we wish to, unconstrained by any fixed categorization.

2.1.2 Modal Logic of Time Intervals

The formalism (Shoham, 1988, pp. 52-70) is based onpropositional calculus, aug-
mented by several modal operators. An interval is associated with an assertion,
not through the syntax, but through the semantics: a formula makes no mention of
time, but is interpreted independently over different time intervals. Thenotion of
the current intervalis implicit: it is the interval relative to which the assertion is
interpreted. Since the twelve relations are not independent of one another, it turns
out that it is sufficient to define three pairs of operators.

Limits. The formal meaning of the symbols is a very intuitive one, but Shoham argues
that classical logic isstrictly more expressivethan modal logic.

2.1.3 Monotonic Logic of Temporal Knowledge (TK)

The formalism (Shoham, 1988, pp. 102-105) is based on the one of the propositional
classical interval logic (cf. ğ 2.1.1), augmented by the modal operator2. The logic
of temporal knowledge(or the logicTK) is a logic of knowledge of temporal in-
formation. By this, Shoham means that what is known has a temporal aspect to
it, rather than the fact that knowledge changes over time. For semantics, aKripke
interpretationis a set of infinite “parallel” time lines, all sharing the same inter-
pretation of time: a “synchronized” copy of the integers. Each world describes an
entire possible course of the universe. Hence over the same time interval, but in
different worlds, different facts are true. An (S5) structure with a fixed interpre-
tation of time across worlds is assumed. Therefore the possible worlds form one
big equivalence class, and since the set of all worlds can be equated with the set of
accessible ones, explicit mention of an accessibility relation is unnecessary.

Limits. Time is ramified, since there are more than one time line. Thelaw of excluded
middleis satisfied; nevertheless both a proposition and its negation can hold on the



same time interval, but in different worlds. There is no possible intersection among
different time lines.

2.1.4 Nonmonotonic Logic of Temporal Knowledge (CI)

The formalism (Shoham, 1988, pp. 102-118) of the logic ofchronological ignorance
(or the logicCI) is the same as the formalism of the logicTK, associated with
a preference criterion on Kripke structures, calledchronologically more ignorant.
Intuitively, a modelM2 is chronologically smaller inS (a set of primitive proposi-
tions) than a modelM1 if, for all propositions isS, they ’agree’ up to a certain time
point t0, and att0 M1 has information about a proposition inS, thatM2 does not.

Limits. The minimization criterion can only be applied on a finite set of propositions,
because of the law of excluded middle.

2.2 Allen (1981)

The Formalism. TheInterval Calculus, so called by Ladkin (1987), is a calculus oftime
intervalssuch as defined by Allen (1981), for the representation of temporal knowl-
edge. Allen introduceseven relations(and their inverses) that completely charac-
terize how two time intervals could be related. The thirteen possible relationships
between intervals can be defined in terms of one of them (MEETS). A set of five
basic axioms is given. Allen and Hayes (1985, 1987) reformulated the calculus as
a formal theory in first-order logic. Ladkin (1987) showed that the theory of Allen
and Hayes isdecidable, and that one of the axioms (Existential M5) is redundant.

The limits. The interval-based theory of time is based on our intuitions about perception
of time: most of our temporal knowledge is introduced without explicit reference
to a date or a duration. A consequence is that often the precise relationship between
intervals is not known. A complex relation is a disjunction of primitive relations.
It is interesting to remark that Allen proposed an algorithm based onincremental
constraint propagation, used as an example for natural language comprehension
and problem solving. The constraints are derived from the disjunction between
primitive relations and transitive properties of the primitive relations.

2.3 Chemillier (1987a, 1987b)

The formalism is algebraic, based on a free monoïdA?, seen as a set ofmusical se-
quences. A musical sequence is formulated as anordered setof notes, and thus
can be assimilated to aninterval. Chemillier wants to formalize both the hori-
zontal and vertical organisation of music. So he introduces only two operators:
concatenationandsuperposition. The superposition of the two musical sequencesu and v, notedu k v, describes the union of primitive elements ofu and v:



a c cb a k ab = a b cb c a . Chemillier is concerned by problems ofrecog-

nizability, for parts and superposition of parts. He presents some algorithms and
automata.

The limits. All the primitive elements in a sequence have got the same duration. The
operator of superposition does not care about any vertical order among primitive
elements.

2.4 Wiggins andal. (1988)

The formalism. Wiggins, Harris and Smaill (1988) propose an abstract representation
for music. They formalise a method of representing music that makes it particularly
straightforward to write programs that manipulate musical structures. They suggest
a set of abstract data structures, namelyevents, streams, slicesandcollectionswhich
ca be flexibly combined depending on the user’s needs. Events are described by
components corresponding with threedimensions: pitch, timbreandduration. They
are manipulated in a hierarchical structure, similar to theTTreesof Diener (1988).
Streamsallows horizontaldescription (like sequences) andslicesallows vertical
description (like superposition). Wiggins andal. illustrate a cognitive model of
rhythm understanding, originally due to Steedman (1973).

The limits. This Wiggins andal.’s paper is not about a particular piece of software, a
particular programming language or a particular type of musical analysis. There is
a host of ways and computer languages in which a piece of music may be described
to make it accessible to computer manipulation, and the more often programs using
different descriptions are incompatible. They propose some bases on which one
can build up higher-level hierarchical representations, available for thepurposes of
analysis or manipulation.

2.5 Balaban and Murray (1988, 1989)

2.5.1 The language of Time Structures

The formalism. The logical frame of the language of Time Structures (or language of
TS) is based on first-order logic. This representation language combines atemporal
objects (i.e. domain elements that, viewed in isolation, are durationless) with time
stamps in a hierarchical fashion. The syntactic unit is called atime structure; it
resides in the logic as aterm. Each time structure describes a chronology of events,
which can play the role of a ’world’ in a modal logic. Time structures are denoting
historiesin the domain of discourse. The temporal world described hasno absolute
time line. It is built from atemporal objectsthat, when combined with time points,
form histories. Histories can be combined together to form more complex histories.
Each history has its own privat time line. The domain of discourse contains a set



of temporal objects calledtime points, that istotally orderedand that contains an
object called Zero. A distinction is made betweenobject, actions, andprocessesnot
by means of distinct types, but through the temporal behavior of such entities rep-
resented as histories. To summarize, atemporal knowledge is always represented
and manipulated within a particular context. The structure�([p; d]; t; ts) denotes
the historyf((p0; d0); t0)g in the contextual history denoted byts, wherep0, d0, andt0 are the denotations ofp, d, andt, respectively, and� the operator of temporal con-
catenation. It means that “the atemporal objectp occurs at the datet for a durationd, in the contextts”. The operator of temporal concatenation can be replaced by the
both of thehorizontal concatenationand thevertical concatenation, that are more
meaningful for a musical application.
Semantics include a first order logic semantics, within type restrictions. The prin-
ciple axiomatic temporal relation is thecompletionof a time structure over a given
interval within a context time structure. The notion of completion is similarto the
TRUE notation of Shoham (1988). It is used to define additional temporal relations,
and to classify temporal behaviors of time structures.

Nonmonotonic features.Since terms can be ordered, apreference criterionon that or-
dering can be enforce. In this way, the Shoham’schronological ignoranceis sim-
ulated by a predicate. Balaban and Murray proved that the Shoham’s classical in-
terval temporal logic can be translated into the time structures logic, andthat the
translation preserves satisfiability, and logical implication. We extended the trans-
lation for the Shoham’s modal logic of time intervals. Proof is omittted and canbe
found in (Prost, 1997).

The limits. Because of the particular axiomatic associated with the encoding of temporal
knowledge, the law of the exluded middle does not hold in any of the “worlds”.
The context-dependent manipulation of the time structures is a very intuitive one
for applications to the domain of music perception. The axiomatic allows only
inferences concerning objects in the same context. It would be useful to be able to
compare knowledge in different contexts.

3 Models evaluation

This evaluation is just at the beginning and is a part of a work in progress. At the end,
a treillis of the most important temporal models would be a satisfying result. The figure
below illustrates a first evaluation.
Legend:
Formalisms:

(CT) Classical Logic of Time Intervals (Shoham, 1988)
(TK) Monotonic Logic of Temporal Knowledge (Shoham, 1988)
(CI) Nonmonotonic Logic of Temporal Knowledge (Shoham, 1988)
(M) Modal Logic of Time Intervals (Shoham, 1988)



(Al) Interval-based Theory of Allen (Allen, 1981)
(Ch) Algebraic Language Around a Free Monoïd (Chemillier, 1987a, 1987b)
(TS) Logic of Time Structures (Balaban and Murray, 1988, 1989)
(V) 
�syntax (Interval-based theory like Allen’s one, enounced in the same time) (Vec-

chione, 1988)
Comparison criteria:

Syntactical ontology : different kinds of objects characterize different kinds of temporal
behaviour.

Algebraic language
Reified logic : logic that feature “reified” assertions,i.e. assertions that appear to

be arguments of some “predicate” such asTRUE.
Dates : logic that use time-points, as syntactic unit or semantic units.
Duration : id. for duration.
Intervals : Use of time intervals as syntactic units.
Allen’s relations : Explicitly use of the thirteen possible relations betweenintervals.
2 relations only : Use of only the two relations superposition and successionto describe

intervals configuration.
Horizontal symetry : Use of horizontal symetry properties
Vertical symetry : Use of vertical symetry properties
Hierarchical structure : Possible use of hierarchical structures to manipulate thetemporal

knowledge.
Included middle : No respect of the strong law of excluded middle
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Figure 1: Characteristic properties of the temporal models studied



4 An Example of Auditive Illusion Recognition

We are interested in some auditives illusions for their ability to show theparticular proper-
ties of Musical Time. Such a study enables us to illustrate the most importanthypothesis
formulated on our model of music perception. It also allows us to illustrate some prob-
lems of non-classical logics such as paradoxes, theory revision, Knowledge Baseupdate,
etc. This example2 consists in a sequence of notes played in alternance between a low
register and a high register by only one violin. Illusion lies in this, that the twodistinct
melodic forms are perceived simultaneously, as if they were played by two distinct in-
struments. We propose an algorithm to simulate the recognition of this two superposed
forms.

superposed forms

Pitch

Universal time

Perceived as two

Figure 2: An Example of Auditive Illusion

4.1 The Forms Extraction Algorithm

Each form’s contour corresponds to a set of values, built as listening-in proceeds.

Step 1 Each of the two firstcontrastedvalues constitute a reference value for a set.

Step 2 Each pitch is framed by two values among these before.

Step 3 Each pitch is assigned to a set:� either the two frame values belong to the same set� or the two frame values belong to different sets; in this case the nearest value is
chosen.

This algorithm is not really interesting for itself, but merely is an illustration of what kind
of treatment we might expect from a “listening machine”. We are using the languageof
TS for a first simulation. One of the most important problem encountered is the intro-
duction of the notion of musical time. More precisely, the problem is that we want to

2Issued from Bach’sPartitas and Sonatas for violin.



be able to manipulate, in a same framework, both the representation of an objectand the
representation of its perception. Clearly, these two representations mustbe different. So
we have to formalize the use of more than one referential time. A theoretic solution is
to use different contexts. In the case of our example, each set contains, at the end of the
algorithm, a sequence of pitches, where “silences” among pitches are omitted. In order
to manipulate the same atemporal knowledge in differents contexts, we have to formulate
new axioms and/or inference rules.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we initiate a formal comparison among some temporal models, and give
some criterions for such a comparison. We also propose to formalize a logical framework
for a cognitive model of music perception. Regarding future work, we want to study
axiomatic and inference rules for the language of TS, in order to introduce reasonning
about knowledge in more than one context.

Another direction for future researchs concerns the formalization of the forms carrying
dimensions. We also want to study the importance of “verticality” in the description of
intervals. Specificaly, we want to replace equality with superposition in the axiom M4 of
the theory of Allen-Hayes (1985, 1987) (this axiom ensures unicity of an interval between
two dates).
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